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December 2, 2020 

Dear Flight Attendants, 
As we head into December, we want to wish everyone a safe and happy holiday season. Our flights have 
started to fill up, and our flying schedule has increased except for travel to the Island of Kauaʻi. Onboard 
social distancing on all our flights is scheduled to end on December 16th. Heading into the busy travel season, 
we want to pass along some important information: 
 
Attention LIH Commuters 
Heads up LIH commuters! Effective Wednesday, December 2, Mayor Derek Kawakami has received 
permission from Governor David Ige to opt out of the State of Hawaii Safe Travels program.  
Subsequently, this will affect our flight schedule frequency to and from Lihue. With that in mind please allow 
additional time for commuting to work and remember to check the flight schedule regularly as it is subject to 
change with little notice. 
 
Reserve Reminders 
Crew Scheduling recently published a memo outlining the new default when loading Reserve Flight Attendant 
schedules as “reserve last call” (RLV) beginning in December. As explained in the memo if you want to 
request high priority or “call me first” (RSV), you will need to make this change in FLICA. This is done in the 
same folder you would use to request RLV however you would now use the folder to change RLV to RSV. 
Section 8.P.3.b. outlines how a Reserve Flight Attendant will be assigned a Reserve Availability Period (RAP) in 
the following order: 
 

1. Call Me First, in seniority order; then 
2. Remaining Reserves in inverse seniority order 

 
Also, a friendly reminder of the increased possibility of Reserve Flight Attendants getting assigned. Our flying 
has picked up which is a good thing. And other factors such as unscheduled charters, crew 
exposure/quarantine, and sick calls all contribute to the shrinking numbers of available Reserve Flight 
Attendant. Please keep this in mind and do not assume you will not be utilized as it has been these past 
months. 
 
Stay Vigilant During the Holiday Season 
As we work flights and navigate airports with more passengers, it’s critical for all of us to do our part to keep 
ourselves, our passengers and our families at home safe. Pandemic fatigue is a real thing, and it can cause us 
to let down our guard. If you’re working or traveling over the coming weeks, do a constant silent review of 
these actions: 

• Wear a mask, covering your nose and mouth, any time you’re in public spaces 
• Wash and sanitize your hands regularly while at work and during travel 
• Maintain social distance wherever possible 
• Stay home when you are sick 

Not only will our planes and travel spaces be more crowded in the coming weeks, many of the passengers 
flying during the holidays will be traveling to and from family gatherings and other situations where the risk 
of infection is significantly increased, often without the onset of symptoms. Redouble efforts to keep yourself 
safe during this time. 
 
Happy Holidays, 
Joni, Scott, Chasity, Jaci-Ann, Josh and the entire AFA leadership 
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